When you need a light to carry for a long hike, the Energizer® Mini Lantern steps up to fill the place. It’s compact, folding design fits easily in any pack and it adds very little weight. This light is powerful despite its size, featuring three bright white LEDs. In addition, the light will last 38 hours on one set of Energizer® MAX® batteries in high mode. In low mode, the light lasts for 110 hours.

**BRIGHT**
- White LEDs provide 45 lumens of light in high mode

**ECONOMICAL**
- 38 hours of useable light between battery changes with Energizer® MAX® batteries in high mode
- LEDs never need replacing

**COMPACT**
- Small size fits easily in rucksacks, purses and bags
- Light weight and easy to pack

**VERSATILE**
- Folds out to stand on surfaces
- Hanger hook on back of light for 360° illumination
- Two levels of light

---

**Performance:**

**Run Time**
Continuous: Drain to End of Usable Light (23°C)

---

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.

**Contents herein do not constitute a warranty**
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